We argue whether physics of universal approach of Severyukhin et al. [arXiv:1703.05710] is approved.
A universal approach (UA) to describe spreading width of giant resonances in atomic nuclei has been offered recently in Ref. [1] . We discuss below its physical content.
One reads in Summary that the authors "suggest the way to describe spreading widths of GRs by including the coupling between one-phonon and two-phonon states." [1] . This idea already belongs to well-established knowledge; it is employed by many nuclear models during almost half a century. Accordingly, the above-mentioned suggestion does not sound timely as original one. The UA suggests to neglect the most important matrix elements from the group (ii) in favour of less important ones from the group (i) (without overshooting small matrix elements). As a result, calculations in Ref. To conclude: Any interaction between doorway and background states yields fragmentation pattern; any distribution has its width. But this alone is not sufficient to claim that the width predicted by the UA describes the physical width of giant resonances. The UA appears to miss the main contribution to the width formation. phia, 1992 ).
[*] The widths in Random are substantially smaller as compared to the ones of PPC for the ISGMR and ISGQR (see Table I 
